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Off-campus housing fair, information sessions to address student
housing concerns
by Ariel Barbieri-Aghib
Contributing Writer

The Office of Student Life will hold
an Off-Campus Housing (OCH) Fair this
Saturday afternoon to provide information to students about living off-campus,
following a related information session
held by the Sophomore Class Council
last week.
A number of different officials,
including city inspectors, the Tufts
fire marshal, Tufts University Police
Department officers and landlords from
the area, will attend the event where
they will provide information and
resources for students looking at residences off-campus and their relatives,
according to Yolanda King, director of
Residential Life and Learning (ResLife).
The fair will take place in South Hall
from 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. during Parents
and Family Weekend.
King explained that the fair will provide information on subletting, as well
as a safety checklist and samples of
leases. Additionally, the fair will address
the zoning ordinances in Medford and
Somerville that restrict residences to
having no more than three or four unrelated tenants respectively.
“If students cannot attend the OCH
Fair, they can always meet with staff in
the Residential Life office,” King told the
Daily in an email.
In addition to the upcoming OCH
fair, the Office of Student Life is hosting two off-campus and financial aid
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Houses on Capen Street behind Carmichael Hall are popular living spaces for Tufts students.
information sessions, one of which was
held yesterday afternoon and the other
which will take place Monday afternoon,
according to the Student Life website.

The Sophomore Class Council, in
partnership with ResLife, sponsored an
Off-Campus Housing Information session on Oct. 6.

According to Vice President on the
Sophomore Class Council Sam Usher,
see HOUSING, page 3

Student initiative pushes for tobacco-free campus
by Kendall Todd
Features Editor

The Daily published an editorial last
April arguing against banning smoking
on campus on the grounds that it would
infringe upon the right to smoke. The piece
quickly sparked debate among community
members, generating over 30 comments on
the article online.
While Tufts declares itself “smokefree,” the Tufts Tobacco-Free Initiative,
a student-run organization under the Tufts
Peer Health Collaborative, is seeking to promote a healthy campus environment on the
Medford/Somerville campus with tobacco-free policy.
Junior Megan D’Andrea, an officer of
the initiative, explained that the student
group was founded as an offshoot of her
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first-year Introduction to Community
Health class.
“Our professor had asked us to identify
areas on the Tufts campus in which health
could be improved, and a number of students had mentioned that there had been
tobacco smoke outside Tisch and outside
of their dorms,” D’Andrea said. “So, our
professor encouraged us to run with the
idea and see what would happen if Tufts was
tobacco-free.”
Since then, the group has met with students, faculty and administrators in order
to develop a comprehensive and effective
tobacco policy, according to D’Andrea.
“I don’t think the idea is to prevent people
from smoking [outright],” D’Andrea said. “I
think the idea is to prevent people from
smoking on this campus in a way that could
potentially harm others with secondhand
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smoke … We’ve been said to have been one
of the healthiest campuses in the country —
there’s so many negative impacts of secondhand smoke that, overall, it would be good
to advocate for this health transition on the
Tufts campus.”
D’Andrea is aware, however, that the initiative faces opposition from smokers within the Tufts community.
“I think one of the main things that we’ve
encountered as something to consider in this
initiative is that there is kind of a conflict of
interest in terms of rights, in that people have
the right to smoke,” she said. “It’s not illegal
in this country to…smoke. But people also
have the right to clean air, to be able to not be
exposed to secondhand smoke and to be able
to live in a healthy environment. So I think the
ultimate goal of this initiative is to…reduce
this conflict of interest as much as possible.”
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John Ramatowski, a senior studying
biology and an emergency medical technician with Tufts Emergency Medical Services
(TEMS), supports the initiative, but has
some reservations. He explained that he is
concerned that banning smoking outright
would have a negative impact on the smoking population.
“The smoke-free initiative would benefit
the Medford campus by reducing exposure
to secondhand smoke and the necessity to
clean up cigarette butts,” Ramatowski said.
“However, the initiative should provide services to help current smokers curb the habit.
If we were to ban smoking without these support measures, Tufts’ smoking population
may turn to other substances, which would
have a different set of health consequences.”
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Group looks for Medford’s campus to join Boston’s in smoking ban
TOBACCO

continued from page 1
Currently, Tufts “has implemented
a smoke-free environment” through a policy that prohibits smoking in all indoor
spaces, all university facilities, residences, fraternities and sororities, according
to the No-Smoking Policy posted on the
Department of Public and Environmental
Safety’s website. Kevin Maguire, director of the Department of Public and
Environmental Safety, mentioned that,
despite this, the department still sometimes
receives complaints.
“On occasion, we get complaints about
smoking on campus, usually when smokers are too close to facility entrances,”
Maguire told the Daily in an email. “These
complaints are resolved through bringing
the behavior to the attention of the smoker
and seeking voluntary compliance.”
According to Maguire, Tufts is in compliance with Massachusetts state law prohibiting smoking in all public spaces as well.
However, it is not in Tufts’ jurisdiction to
handle violations under this law. Instead,
Tufts seeks voluntary compliance from the
community.
“Responsibility for enforcement of those
laws in public places is placed upon the
Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission
(ABCC) or the local boards of health,”
he wrote. “Police agencies, such as Tufts
University Police, are not specifically tasked
with enforcement and have no enforcement
authority unless smoking is taking place in
[the prohibited spaces], and then it’s a student conduct issue. Even still, when a violation is brought to our attention, we seek to

educate and achieve voluntary compliance
… The university community would have
to decide if it is practical for Tufts to have an
on-campus smoking ban.”
Tufts would not be the first university in the area to implement such a policy — both Harvard University and
Northeastern University have recently
joined the ranks of smoke-free campuses
nationwide. Tufts’ Boston campus already
launched an initiative in April 2012 to make
the campus tobacco-free.
“As of this month, there are 1,620 smokefree schools in the country, 1,130 of which
are tobacco-free,” D’Andrea said. “This has
increased since this July, in which there
were about 1,500. So there’s clearly a national trend across U.S. universities going in
this direction. It’s recommended by the
American College Health Association; it’s
definitely the way that people are going, and
so to have Tufts be a part of that movement
would be great.”
Members of the initiative have also
discussed the issue with students from
Northeastern University, who have insight
into making the transition to becoming a
smoke-free campus, D’Andrea explained.
“We’ve talked with people at Northeastern
about their policy, and we’ve gotten their
feedback on what worked, what didn’t [and]
things that they would do differently if they
were to do this policy enactment again, so
it’s been really helpful to have them as an
ally and a resource that we can rely on for
information about this,” she said.
D’Andrea also mentioned that such a
large-scale policy change can take a long
time to implement.

“We’ve been working on this for two
years already,” she noted. “We can’t say for
sure when we’d like to move forward, but
a policy like this kind of gets drawn out in
stages … Maybe a year out you enact the
policy, and then from there, it kind of takes a
while to implement it. It’s hard to say exactly
when it would be, but…hopefully in the
near future.”
Noting that the percentage of smokers
on the Tufts campus is minimal, however,
D’Andrea said the initiative has generally
been well received so far. Going forward,
she hopes to get more input from the
community.
“Through various interviews with people
and surveys, we’ve found that [students’
feelings about the smoking ban] are overall
positive,” she said. “One of the things we’re
doing in the future is we’re hopefully going
to be running focus groups with students,
so if people are interested in giving us their
feedback or input, we’re going to have some
dialogues in the next few months.”
D’Andrea was grateful for the support
from various facets of campus that have
aided the initiative’s efforts to create
new policy.
“It’s been really helpful to have the
Community Health Department guiding
us and kind of teaching us how policy is
implemented here, and how this can have
a positive outcome in terms of health,”
she said. “Working with them and Health
Service and with various aspects of the
Tufts community…it’s been really cool to
see the interaction of all these groups who
are all looking to have the same positive
health outcome.”
art by Kavya Boorgu

Flashback Friday, 1992: Students protest speech
by special assistant to Farrakhan
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In April 1992, when Dr. Khalid
Abdul Muhammed, the special assistant to Nation of Islam leader Louis
Farrakhan, came to Tufts to talk about
the relationship between Israel and

South Africa, a rally of over 200 people
from Tufts Hillel, Tufts Israel Network
and other members of the Tufts community was organized in protest of
his speech. According to a April 27,
1992 article in the Daily, the event had
drawn considerable controversy several
weeks before, as some students claimed

that Muhammed had made hateful and
anti-Semitic statements in his previous
speeches. Others supported his calls of
black self-empowerment and unity. The
article also noted that the protest was
followed by a Tufts Community Union
vote to condemn a portion of his speech
it deemed anti-Jewish.

Correction
The Oct. 13 article titled “Professor Keren Ladin discusses recently published study about organ donor designation” contained a
graphic that was incorrectly attributed to Keren Ladin. It was in fact designed by Astrid Weng. The Tufts Daily apologizes for this error.
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Off-campus housing information to be
provided at weekend housing fair
HOUSING

0

Dana Pek / the tufts daily

continued from page 1
the information session was divided into
three parts. During the first section, King
and a representative from the Office
of Community Relations gave students
information about the search process,
highlighting, for example, the importance of reading through the lease or
making sure the house had no prior
damage. The second part was led by
students who currently live off campus,
or who have been through the process
in the past, and the final section was a
question and answer session.
“This [information session] focused
more on how to form a group, find
a house…and dealing with landlords,”
Usher told the Daily in an email.
Usher said the event also explained
how students could find houses using
sites such as JumpOffCampus and talking
to the landlords of upperclassmen.
Although this session was specifically about off-campus housing,
Usher said he wanted to also make
the event about Greek housing and
Special Interest Houses, both of which
are housing options for rising juniors
and seniors.
King said that both ResLife and the
Office of Community Relations representatives attended the information session in order to address any questions
or concerns from sophomores about the
off-campus housing search process.
“We provided general information
for looking for off-campus housing,
which included the safety checklist,
samples of a lease, a brochure created by former Tufts students on myths
around looking for off-campus housing

and information on the three and four
person zoning ordinances for Medford
and Somerville,” King said. “This was a
very successful event.”
Sophomore Paris Sanders said she
has been struggling to find off-campus housing and to interact with landlords. Sanders said that she had been
essentially guaranteed a deal for an
off-campus residence for next year, but
unbeknownst to her, the landlord she
had been negotiating with had received
an “under the table” deal that lost her
the house. The landlord did, however,
set up other house tours for Sanders,
she added.
“Nobody warned me at all about the
entire process except that you had to
start early, so we did, or rather, thought
we did,” Sanders wrote.
Other Boston-area schools have
off-campus housing systems on their
website. The Massachusetts Institute of
Technology has an off-campus housing
database, and some schools also have a
platform for landlords to advertise their
houses. Harvard University, for example, provides a listing of houses with
a search option to filter based on price
range, number of roommates and the
number of bathrooms and bedrooms in
apartments.
While Tufts has apartment listings on
a spreadsheet on the ResLife website,
Sanders believes the university could
do a better job facilitating off-campus
housing.
“The process could be made easier by
a database with addresses that are going
to be vacant next year to make the process more equitable and transparent”
Sanders wrote.

Honorary degree, children’s media award revoked from Bill Cosby
by Sarah Zheng

Executive News Editor

The university has withdrawn an honorary degree and children’s media award
from former stand-up comedian Bill
Cosby, following revelations this summer that Cosby admitted in 2005 court
documents that he gave drugs to women
with whom he wanted to have sex.
In an email to the Tufts community
yesterday, University President Anthony
Monaco announced that the Tufts Board
of Trustees revoked the honorary Doctor
of Arts degree awarded to Cosby at the
2000 Commencement ceremony, and
that the Eliot-Pearson Department of
Child Study and Human Development
had withdrawn the 2011 Eliot-Pearson
Award for Excellence in Children’s Media
that he received.
“Mr. Cosby has demonstrated a lack
of character and integrity that clearly
does not represent the values to which
our university is committed and for
which he was honored,” Monaco said in
the email.
The same determination was made
in November 2012 about cyclist Lance
Armstrong, who received an honorary
degree from Tufts in 2006.
“While continuing to respect the significant work of the Lance Armstrong
Foundation, the Board [of Trustees] concluded that, in the wake of a report of
the United States Anti-Doping Agency

and its acceptance by the International
Cycling Union, Mr. Armstrong’s actions
as an athlete were inconsistent with
the values of the University,” Executive
Director of Public Relations Kim Thurler
told the Daily in an email.
The Board of Trustees’ Honorary
Degree Committee proposed the revocation of Cosby’s degree to the Board,
which decided that the achievements for
which Cosby received his honors were not
deserving of sustained recognition in light
of his conduct, according to Monaco.
“The Board’s decision was made after
lengthy and serious consideration,” he
said. “The Board agreed that revocation
was appropriate in light of Mr. Cosby’s
conduct, which we now believe to have
been inconsistent with the high standards of Tufts University.”
Tufts’ decision comes in the wake of
many other schools revoking honorary
degrees from Cosby, including Goucher
College, Brown University, Fordham
University, Marquette University, Baylor and
Pennsylvania Wilkes University. According
to an ABC News article, Cosby resigned from
the Board of Trustees of Temple University
in December of last year as sexual assault
allegations against him proliferated.
While Cosby has never been charged
with a crime, over 40 women have publicly accused him of sexual assault,
including 35 women who shared their
stories in the widely shared Vanity Fair
July cover story.

Olivier Douliery / Abaca Press / MCT

Tufts’ Board of Trustees revoked Bill Cosby’s honorary Doctorate of Arts and Eliot-Pearson
Award for Excellence in Children’s Media this week amid sexual assault allegations leveled
at the comedian.
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VIDEO GAME REVIEW

‘Star Wars: Battlefront Beta’ succeeds
cinematically, suffers from out-of-place design
by Isaac Brown

Contributing Writer

“Star Wars: Battlefront” — from Swedish
video game developer DICE — as experienced
in the recent open beta (the official release
date is in November), is a massive, gleaming
chunk of pyrite in the gold mine of “Star Wars”
games from the past decade — not because
it’s a bad game or because it’s not fun, but
because it’s just a boiled down, well-polished
“Battlefield” (2002-present) mod pretending
to be the next major iteration in one of the
most-loved “Star Wars” video game series.
In reality, “Battlefront” bears as much similarity to the 2005 title “Star Wars: Battlefront
2” as the film “World War Z” (2013) did to the
novel that inspired it. The “Battlefront” beta
offers a limited view of three game modes:
Drop Zone, a fast-paced king-of-the-hill mode
on a small map where your team must capture pods in order to gain points; a cooperative
Survival Mode in which players fight hordes of
stormtroopers, along with stronger enemies
like the bipedal mech units called AT-STs; and
Walker Assault, the main multiplayer attraction that pits 20 against 20 on a vast, cold map,
and that also contains aerial combat.
Walker
Assault
delivers
the
“Battlefield” experience with an excellent Star
Wars reskin, as DICE, true to form, delivers
a seamless union of graphical fidelity and
futuristic combat audio. They craft a beautiful
cinematic depiction of Hoth, with powdery
snow that glistens in the afterglow of a flaming
AT-ST, a serene polar landscape marred only
by the clanking of the Empire’s mechanized
quadrupeds and the mildly irritating orbital strikes that decimate the Rebels in their
icy trenches. Backed by John Williams’ score,

players run across the battlefield, dodging
blaster fire and thermal imploders (imagine
a tennis-court-sized flaming black hole that
blasts dubstep). They get the sense of the utter
bloodbath that occurred in the beginning of
“The Empire Strikes Back” (1980), and of the
overwhelming odds the rebels faced in their
defense of their shield generators from Darth
Vader’s invasion.
Actual combat is where the illusion starts
to break down, revealing the “Battlefield”
formula that forms the skeletal structure of
the game. Blasters fire fairly accurately and
quickly, and the light machine gun is insane
in close-quarters. Recoil is minimal, ammo
is unlimited and a single blaster shot does a
ton of damage, meaning easy kills are often
right around the corner — as long as you get
the drop on the adversary. This encourages
the kind of “spray n’ pray” combat that is so
prevalent in the “Call of Duty” series (2003 –
present), and as much as players may enjoy
this kind of casual gunplay, taking a formula
designed for a game that represents the
modern American military and applying it
to a sci-fi universe feels out of place.
Unlike other first-person shooters, customization options are limited to three “card
slots” for your character. Players unlock cards
by gaining experience, leveling up and purchasing the cards with in-game credits, all of
which you earn by playing the game. Cards
offer either a power-up or weapon that operates on a timer. There are no weapon attachments, vehicle modifications, perks or killstreaks; the three cards you select are the only
difficult choices you have to make. With the
personal shield in its current state, you only
need to make two choices. More substantial
power-ups like piloting a vehicle or taking

BAGOGAMES VIA FLICKR CREATIVE COMMONS

“Star Wars: Battlefront,” at least in its beta,
feels like a re-skin of DICE’s other franchises.
control of Luke Skywalker or Darth Vader are
found in the form of little power-up icons on
the ground that have to be picked up, with
the powerful ones tending to spawn deeper
in enemy territory. The system is simple but
effective in maintaining focus on the fight,
though it will not offer players enough room
for long-term creativity.
The user interface, with a huge weapon
selection indicator in the bottom right and
a large health bar in the center, are reminiscent of something you might expect on
a game designed for tablets. The health bar
numbers were large enough to bear resemblance to the numbers on the buttons of those
home phones for senior citizens. These design
choices are questionable, but not major issues.
“Star Wars” fans who have experienced
the majesty of older titles such as “Star Wars:
Battlefront 2” (2005) and “Knights of the Old
Republic” (2003) probably won’t find enough
depth to maintain their interest for the long
term. Perhaps “Battlefront” hopes to introduce more gamers to the first-person shooter
genre using the simple combat system as
a casual gateway to the other DICE titles.
Whatever the audience EA is hunting for with
this game, this reviewer is not a part of it.

‘Reign’ premieres with new characters, old drama
Contributing Writer

“Reign” (2013-present) returned for its
third season last Friday, satisfying its patiently waiting fans. The series documents the
lives of power couple Mary Queen of Scots
(Adelaide Kane) and France’s King Francis
(Toby Regbo), who are striving to maintain their crowns. The word “documents”
is used loosely here, as the show constantly
features clothing that looks like it’s from
Anthropologie, supernatural elements and
a bastard brother who never actually existed. Straying from the convoluted plots of the
second season, the premiere shows promise
for a season filled with drama, intrigue and
flower crowns.
A clear distinction between this premiere and older episodes is the political
dimension. In season two, the politics
seemed to appear out of nowhere and
were too boring to follow. In this first
episode of season three, however, the politics are quite simple: Queen Mary and
Queen Elizabeth (Rachel Skarsten) have
each become aware of the threat the other
poses — a power struggle that should
become an overarching theme throughout
the season. Skarsten, who is new to the
cast, brings a vulnerability to the strong
Queen Elizabeth. Both queens want to
outwardly demonstrate dominance;
unfortunately, both face problems within
their own countries.

In England, Queen Elizabeth has recently
ascended to the throne. Unfortunately, the
English nobles do not take her seriously, and, in addition to this political strife,
the queen has found herself in love with a
married man. If only there were someone
to mentor her to be the formidable leader that she eventually becomes. Oh wait,
there is. Francis’s ruthless mother, Catherine
de Medici (Megan Follows), has fled from
French court after kidnapping Francis’ (illegitimate) son and the mother of his child,
Lady Lola (Anna Popplewell), in the last season finale. Queen Elizabeth and Catherine
have one common goal: destroy Mary.
Across the channel, the French court
is overflowing with gossip. Former ladyin-waiting Greer (Celina Sinden) has
been welcomed back at court, because,
quite frankly, the writers needed the character back in the action. The usually cautious Greer has gone through a complete
role reversal after becoming attached to
nautical bad boy Martin (Sameer Usman).
In earlier seasons, Greer never pursued
her romantic interests, but now she immediately displays her attraction to Martin.
This character development, however,
seems like a stretch.
Another stretch in the story line is that
of Francis’ half-brother, Bash (Terrence
Combs). The writers continue his weird
subplot filled with supernatural elements.
These scenes with Bash are a waste. He’s a lot
like Nate Archibald (Chace Crawford) from
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“Gossip Girl” (2007-2012): cute face, but no
decent storylines since the first season.
Fortunately, there are some aspects of
this episode that deserve praise. Whereas
Greer’s character development feels
forced, the depths of characters Lady Lola
and Lord Narcisse (Craig Parker) feel genuine. Narcisse has seemingly dropped his
moral ambiguity by helping the king and
queen politically, but more importantly, he has come clean with his feelings
for Lola. Even though Lola seems hesitant about the relationship, she soon flips
the dynamic by pursuing him. Their relationship is complex because they were
not sprung onto each other quickly. Their
relationship has grown for a full season
and is now coming to fruition.
On a serious note, executive producer
Laurie McCarthy has been revealed that King
Francis will die at some point this season.
The scenes depicting Francis and Mary coping with the news of his imminent death are
emotional. Hopefully for fans of this relationship, this means that Mary and Francis
will want to enjoy their finite amount of time
together. However, the writers rarely leave
characters happy for more than an episode.
If viewers are willing to dissect certain
aspects of this show, they will not be
disappointed. Would this reviewer recommend “Reign” to a friend? Absolutely not.
Will she (with moderate embarrassment)
be glued to her TV Fridays at 8 p.m. to
watch each episode live? Definitely.

ooja: This week, I am going
to indulge in some grandmother-style musings. Rebecca
and I are pretty sure that we are
turning into old people — while she sits
at home watching “Longmire” (2012-present), I watch youths from a distance and
criticize their every move. These past few
months, I have started to notice a trend
that, as an English major and foodie, I am
slightly horrified by. Why is everyone all of
a sudden against carbs and vowels? This
all began when STRFKR came to Tufts for
Cage Rage and it took me a solid 10 minutes to figure out what their name was.
SBTRKT? MSMR? MSTRKRFT? Did their
mothers not teach them how to spell? Did
they not go to elementary school? Wht
f I jst typd lk ths frm nw on? Would the
world be a trendier place? I understand
that in food and art and technology, there
is a trend toward the minimal. However,
grandmother Pooj is not ready to accept
an English language without vowels. Sorry,
SPZRKT, my answer is no.
Dear NYSD, How do you feel about the
new Spotify playlist discoverer weekly?
Pooja: Well, dear anonymous student
who is definitely not myself, thank you so
much for asking this question! I actually
have a lot of feelings about the new Spotify
feature — mostly that it is making me feel
like I have my own personal DJ (good on
you, Spotify). Of course, it is a highly effective marketing tactic — that is, to suggest
items the user may like; however, none do
it as tastefully as Spotify. Amazon telling me
to buy more of that shampoo I ordered last
week is nothing compared to Spotify literally
creating a soundtrack to my life. This could
be grandmother Pooj talking again, but I am
convinced that there is someone sitting in
the Spotify office individually going through
my playlists and picking songs that they
believe I’d like. I mean, that’s how these
things work right? Sort of like an insideout style set up for music? But anyway, to
answer your question, I feel very many good
things about this new feature and I suggest
you all try it if you haven’t already.
Dear NYSD, Mets or Yankees?
Rebecca: Here at NYSD we pride ourselves on delivering hard-hitting stories. In
fact, NYSD discussed the harmful effects of
microbeads before The New York Times!!!!
But as a New Yorker, I respect the NYT,
and the New York Mets even more. Shea
Stadium was my second home when I was
a child, and I’m still adjusting to Citi Field,
but I have to say that their corn dogs are a
home run. As I write this article, we Mets
fans are at a precipice. Should the Mets win
the National League Division Series, they
could face the Cubs in the Championship
Series. When you all read this, the fate of
the Mets will be decided; but, right now, all
I can say is that I am optimistic about the
future, and I hate Chase Utley. But back to
the question, Mets over Yankees any day.
That’s all we have for this week. Please
send us questions to either our Google
Doc or our email, TUFTSNYSD@gmail.
com! #LGM
Rebecca Solomon is a senior majoring in
economics. She can be reached at rebecca.solomon@tufts.edu. Pooja Sivaraman
is a senior majoring in economics and
English. She can be reached at pooja.
sivaraman@tufts.edu.
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Late Night at the Daily
Lancy: “Where did Joe go?”
Andrew: “I heard a flush.”

Comics

by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek

JUMBLE

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

FARCS
©2015 Tribune Content Agency, LLC
All Rights Reserved.

CULYK
TATINA

Check out the new, free JUST JUMBLE app

SUDOKU

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

CLIPYO

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

“
Level: Not watching Netflix when you should be studying.

Yesterday’s

”
(Answers tomorrow)
Jumbles: SWEPT
BASIS
ACTUAL
DIVERT
Answer: The undercover cop bought the Rolex from the
street vendor because — IT WAS A STEAL

Thursday’s Solution

Non Sequitur
By Wiley Miller

FOR RELEASE OCTOBER 16, 2015

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
Crossword

DIM SUM
CAFE

Business Hours
Call or order online to get some
delicious Chinese food!

Dim Sum Cafe
679 Fellsway W
Medford, MA 02155
Phone: (781) 396-2888

Mon - Wed: 11:00
Monday:
Closed am—10:00 pm
Tue
Sun:
10:45 AM
- 12:00 AM
Thurs - Sat: 11:00
am—11:00
pm
Sun: 11:00am— 9:30 pm

ACROSS
1 Type of hippo
6 59-Down product
9 Color guard
accessory
14 Child on TV for
decades
15 Virgo preceder
16 “I’m here”
17 Hummingbird
feature?
19 Enjoyed Vegas
20 Valley
21 Place to live in
Spain
23 Sore feeling
24 Purported
ancestor of
Ragnar Lothbrok
on TV’s “Vikings”
26 Foothills?
29 Crazy scene
30 Call-day link
31 Value
32 Did a cobbler’s
job
34 Stain
37 Hot Wheels
Volkswagen?
41 Hoedown move
42 Taking place
44 Is in store for
47 Pine product
49 Maker of the
GreenSaver
Produce Keeper
50 Potty-training
tool?
53 Absolut rival
54 Explosive letters
55 Collector’s __
56 Reveals in an
unwelcome way
58 Naming
60 Mouthpiece for
a Lilliputian
horse?
64 Nursery supply
65 Psyche
component
66 Hiding __
67 No longer an
item
68 Oversaw
69 Teamed (with)
DOWN
1 Jams
2 Good remark?
3 Plants with
sword-shaped
leaves

By Mark Bickham

4 Lombardy’s
capital
5 Everyone in
Mississippi?
6 Big ring name
7 AT&T, for short
8 Grinder
9 1969 hit with the
line “You are my
candy girl”
10 Botanist Gray
11 Candy heart
words
12 Show one’s face
13 Make amends
for
18 Outdo
22 Volume measure
24 Abbr. on some
cans
25 Hardly a happy
ending
27 Where the
Santa Maria
sank,
nowadays
28 Dined on,
biblically
30 Dash warning
33 “I suggest you
move on”
35 Pie makeup?
36 Stock
38 Plus

10/16/15

Thursday’s
Puzzle
Solved
Thursday’s
Solution

©2015 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

39 Doesn’t exactly
help one’s
reputation
40 Stunning or
cunning
43 One under a
tree, maybe
44 Nissan sedan
45 Start of a pitch
46 Fifth-century
Roman Empire
enemy
48 In a little while

10/16/15

51 1996 A.L. Rookie
of the Year
52 Psi follower
53 Needles
57 Org. whose logo
features an
eagle head
59 6-Across maker
61 Awfully long time
62 Rocks in a bucket
63 “Ideas worth
spreading”
acronym
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Do you believe everything you read in the New York Times?
The Tufts Faculty Progressive Caucus presents

A talk by investigative reporter Robert Parry:

Mainstream U.S. Media Coverage of Events in Ukraine
and Syria:

The Power of False Narrative
7 PM, Wednesday, October 21st
Alumnae Hall, 40 Talbot Ave., Medford
Writing for the Associated Press, Robert Parry uncovered the Reagan administration’s operations
in support of the Contras in Nicaragua and their drug trafficking links. For two decades he has
published Consortiumnew.com. On October 22nd, he will receive the I.F. Stone Award from
Harvard’s Nieman Foundation. See https://consortiumnews.com/2015/09/28/the-power-of-false-narrative/
Sponsored by the Toupin Fund; the departments of German, Russian and Asian
Languages; History; Political Science; and Sociology; the Fares Center for Eastern
Mediterranean Studies; the Murrow Center; and Peace and Justice Studies.
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EQUESTRIAN

Tufts aiming to return to Nationals, off to strong start
by Bradley Schussel
Contributing Writer

The Tufts equestrian team had a lot
to live up to at the start of this year. In
the spring of 2015, the Jumbos reached
their first Intercollegiate Horse Show
Association (IHSA) Nationals in 20 years.
This year’s squad, while not concerning itself with the pressure of matching
its lofty expectations, is focused on carrying over its success from last year. In
its first three shows, Tufts placed first at
Worcestor State University on Oct. 3, tied
for second at Northeastern on Oct. 10 and
placed first again at Brandeis on Oct. 11.
The team has been led in large part
by its tri-captains: senior Chase Boggio,
junior Emilie Bromley and senior Maris
Nyhart. Boggio, the team’s Open Rider, has
placed either first or second in all of his
divisions so far. Additionally, he received
the Reserve High Point Rider in two of the
first three shows.
“[Boggio] has been extremely successful,
both this year and last year,” Bromley said.
“He’s definitely one of the most consistent
riders we have, and he’s been a good figure
for the whole team to look up to.”
Boggio credits his personal accomplishments and the success of the team as
a whole to the morale of the players.
“The morale’s great,” he said. “Our
results are a function of that good morale.
We’re a very cohesive team; everyone’s
really supportive of one another. Even
though you’re in the ring by yourself and
it’s an individual competition, [equestrian] is very much a team sport.”
Bromley agreed, and credited their positive team dynamics this year to their general commitment to having fun while riding.
“We have a lot of fun,” she said. “We
have such a supportive, great atmosphere,
but we also have that competitive side. I
think everyone’s really excited to be having such a competitive and successful
season so far.”

COURTESY EMILIE BROMLEY

Candace Smith, a junior, rides at an Oct. 10 competition held at Northeastern University, where Tufts tied for second place.
Another important factor in the equestrian team’s success is its partnership with
Evermoor Stables, located in Newbury Old
Town, Mass.
“Last year we started training with
[Evermoor], and we all have come so far
since being with them,” Bromley said.
“Our trainers really push the team, and
they’re really trying so hard to make us the
best team we can be. Especially for me;
since starting with them, I’ve improved
drastically.”
Bromley’s start to the season demonstrates the positive impact of the partnership; she began in the novice class for the
first show, winning both of her divisions,

before being promoted to the intermediate
class, where she is currently placing highly.
The team’s underclassmen have also
contributed to the team’s success. Several
first-years and sophomores made their
IHSA debuts over the first three shows,
including sophomore Alex Dorfman and
first-years Mari Kurami, Alex True and
Emily Peirent. Dorfman, True and Peirent
all placed second in their divisions over
the weekend.
As a tri-captain, Boggio was pleased to
see the underclassmen’s strong starts.
“It’s great to have new members doing so
well,” Boggio said. “In each of our first three
shows, we’ve tried to play a new member,

specifically a new freshman on the team.
These underclassmen are performing at a
high level already, and it’s great for the future.”
In addition to the potential triumphs
of the current underclassmen, Tufts looks
forward to Oct. 25, where it will co-host a
show with Boston College. The team will
look to continue its early success, as the
competition will serve as yet another stepping stone to qualify for nationals again.
“We had a really strong season last year
[with] a really strong team,” Boggio said.
“Because of that, we came into this year
with a lot of confidence. In our home show,
and moving forward, we’ll carry over that
confidence and continue to excel.”

COURTESY EMILIE BROMLEY
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